COUNCIL WORK MINUTES
MARCH 17.2021
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, March 17, 2021, at 5:30 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmernbers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley; Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips.
STAFF PRESENT: Ci ty Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; Onjulee
Pittser, Administrative Assistant; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan
Stathis; Police Chief Darin Adams; Heritage Theater Manager, Jason Clark; City Treasurer'
Wendy Bonzo.
OTHERS PRESENT: Heidi Miller, Housing Authority; Dallas Buckner, Co Civil; Father
Adrian Komar; Matthew Langston; Susan Rusementi; Carter Wilkey; JeffCorry; Andrea
Nelson; Brent Nichols; Janet Pyne; Bob Platt, Platt & Platt; Ben Batty; Tom Jett; Teri
Kenney; Laura Henderson; Justin Christensen, Ensign Engineering; CHS Student Body
Presidency, Melany Morales, Kade Simmons, Issac Fletcher, Abi Myers, Jack Hook; Zac
Trotter, Student Advisor; Chris Shupe; Paul Monroe.

CALL TO OBDER: Father Adrian Komar of Christ

the King Catholic Church gave the

invocation; the pledge was led by Jason Norris

VAL: Tyler Romeril stated that is proposing to table itern #6,
AGENDA ORDER AP
papers
as a public hearing, and requested it be tabled unti I April
as it had been posted in the
7s in conjunction with the final plat ofthe subdivision. Scott: So, we're tabling it to get
more information for discussion. Iylg,f: Procedurally, we'd vacate the sewer easernent and
afterwards pass the final plat to record where the easement would go. Scott moved to
approve the agenda order outlined, tabling #6 until April 7th; second by Councilmember
Adams; vote unanimous.

ADMINISTRATION AG ENDA _ MAYOR AND COUNCIL BUS INES S: STAFF
COMMENTS: Scott: Happy St. Patty's Day. Mavor: Tomorrow is the Chamber Awards
Banquet. I don't know if tickets are still available. Friday is the Star Search event. fultt:
What time does it begin? Mavor: I'm not sure, but there's a poster outside on the board.
lsogq: Something that came up in Planning Commission yesterday that they aren't equipped
to deal with. There's a lot ofdiscussion about speed on Interstate Dr', where 800 S. tee's into
it. The property on the comer was the subject of discussion. Young kids are using it as a
drag strip. ftgj!: What's the posted speed limit there? Darin Adams: It's 25 mph' When
that first came through, we had a new sign erected. We can pay attention to that and patrol up
there. lgsnq: It's typically lunch time and afterschool. There needs to be some way to patrol
that. !{9!!!4g: This will be an ongoing issue. Is there a list ofplaces we could look at
implementing those long-term? p4rin: We have some siglts that we can put up and move
around. We did that on 1045 N. We put in two posts, one on each side. My intention would
be to move the one on 860 W. that's been there for 2 years. [4yqr: We've made it through
3 days with our departments and division heads on the budget. There are numerous requests
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and staffis doing some incredible things with the resources they have. One item that came
up through talking with the community, we are looking at not waiting until the new budget
year to fund a new building inspector, if the council is ok with us proceeding, and money for
part{ime and overtime help. There is a time frame to get them hired and in place. Summer
construction starts July lst, and we want thern situated as we're coming into falVwinter.
We'd like to move on that soon. That will come in the next budget revision. $g!!: There's
a lot ofconcem with the development and building inspection. That's something we'll have
to look at.
One positive thing was from the WWTP. They get inspected thoroughly
from the state. There's an inspector that comes down who inspects another 26 plants
throughout the state and looks for things to write them up on. He couldn't find a single thing
that he could write us up on. He usually finds something, but we said we have the nicest
facility over any of the ones that he has jurisdiction over. ![gyqg: Eric will send us the
report and we'll send it to the Council to see how in depth they try to find something and
how impressed they were with our facility. Jason Clark: This happened in the last few
months, so I'll give you some background as to how this all came about. When the theater
was built we had 4Jine sets that bring in soft goods and draperies that are dedicated to
lighting that we refer to as clectrics. Our facility would have at least 5 ofthose, but with
budget constraints the building was only completed with 4. One is dedicated to the colored
background you see during a play. It shines on a soft good that we call a cyclorama, or cyc
for short. My desire is to increase the lighting, so we have more options. I'd requested a 56
electric last year that was approved. It was very a modest, barebones 5th electric to the
cyclorama lighting. We held offon that because of concems with the pandemic.
Approximately 3 months ago I was contacted by Nate Dursler, a lighting specialist with a
dance group out of Salt Lake City. His day job is an electrician with the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints. He informed me that the lighting in the tabemacle was being
renovated, and they had a lot ofused equipment in great shape and wondered if we wanted a
donation of that. I said yes and put me in contact with his boss, Brian Isom. We discussed
our needs and passed it on to his finance department, J.R. Feldman. I was contacted later and
informed that the lighting had been taken out of the tabemacle and that we could come get it.
Dallen Olcott and I went and got the equipment a few weeks ago. The 5e electric, bare
bones that I put in was around $25,000. This used equipment is about 12 years old, and it
looks almost new. The value on the used market is $75,000. They gave us enough to do a
full cyc pipe, a ground row to light the bottom and foot lights with a few spares. We can take
that $25,000 and do a real professional install to improve the rigging and wiring throughout
the building. I want to hire the best. The electrician was highly impressed with our facility
and staffand felt he was treated well. He was aware of some of our deficiencies, and that's
why he thought of us. We're in the process of getting the cabling to test the equipment.
Once it's tested, we'll put out an RFP to hang the equipment. It will make a dramatic impact
for the operation of the building. It will save labor and cost. These LED lights change color.
It will make change over fiom I play to the next much faster. We're making progress at the
theater. We've had a lot of cancellations this year. We're utilizing our time and budget to get
to some backlogged areas.
Do these lights move? Jason: No, they're static lights.
When they have light behind the choir in the tabemacle, that's what these lights do. Because
they were a permanent installation, they're in great shape. We'll buy a new batton for that
and it will allow us to change those colors and enhance the experience. It's not noticeable
and has a huge impact on the staff We'll be able to offer a higher quality product. fu14:

@!:
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It'll

have a lot of impact on the perception of what's taking place on stage. That 5rh electric
is important. 3!ason: We plan on completing it within the next 6-8 weeks. It's a timing issue.

PUBLIC COMMENTS: Matthew Lansston: Do we have a division of law enforcement
that deals with the human trafficking? It's a huge problon in this town, and I don't ever hear
about it. Darin Adams: We don't have a specific division for it, but we do have a multijurisdictional task force that will delve into that. The Mayor and I spoke earlier, and we have
officers that are trained in undercover chatting to draw those people in. We're gearing up
those efforts with our department and trying to work on that. Mavor: That's becoming more
ofa focus ofour task force going forward.

CONSIDER APPOINTMENT TO THE CEDAR CITY HOUSING AUTHORITY.
HEIDI MILLEWMAYOR EDWARDS: Heidi Miller, Cedar City Housing Authority - We
have a S-member board approved by the City, and it was time to renew one of our board
members. This member is a representative of our programs. We reached out to everyone on
the program and asked for interest to hold an election, but nobody was interested. We have a
volunteer to serve on the board. I need approval to put Janine Rasmussen on our board.
!gg!!: How often do you meet? Ileidi: At least quarterly. Scott: It's an all-volunteer board,
conect? !9!!!: Yes, it is. Sgpl: It's like our other City committees, but she has more
regulations and requirements. Eg!d!: With the state's input on the checklist, they dictate it
like a CPA. This is a HUD requirement. ![4ygg: I would normally do this with our City
committees, but I wanted Heidi to explain the differences and answer your questions. $g!:
Is it always a representative from the organization that's involved with the housing authority?
[9!!!: Yes. Terri: I don't know her. Can you tell us about her? [gig!!: Yes. We have a
few programs, from a first-time home buyer program to the rental assistance program and
she's been in the city her entire life. She's a single mom, not working, and has been a very
gracious recipient ofwhat we've provided. She's an outstanding individual and willing to
participate and provide her point of view. She's eager to represent the participants of not
only ours, but other housing programs. Consent.
PHASE 8
CONSIDER VICINITY PLAN FOR THE ASHDOWN FO REST
O E. NICHOLS CANYON RO
CATED AT APPROXIMATE
NICHOLS/DON BOUDREAU: Dallas: This is for Fiddlers Canyon Phase 8. It's the last
phase ofthe Ashdown Forest Subdivision PUD. This is an R-l zone subdivision. It was
approved years ago, and we're bring it back though. It's the same as far as lot layout and
sizes. Lots range from 12,000 up to 74,000 sq. ft. We're working with the Engineering
Dept. to get things updated. fgg!: Tell us about the water situation. I don't understand the
Planning Commission notes. Eb: There's an existing water tank and because of
proximity to that, pressure was and still is an issue. Our solution was similar to other PUD'S
in town, where you have a master meter and a private system that's managed by the HOA.
We're proposing to have the same master meter set up and putting a booster pump on the
back to get the fire flows that are adequate to protect the houses once they're built. That's
something that made the project stagnant. The rest of Ashdown is on the City water system.
Ashdown Phase 8 will have a separate entity to oversee the water billing, like in a traditional
PUD. We'll run our own system within Ashdown that just serves Phase 8. fu1[: It controls
the pressure, not the water flow? @@: We don't have enough elevation for fire
suppression. The private booster pump will be maintained by the HOA that oversees Phase
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It's City water supply to the meter. It's not a private systern. p4!!gq: Yes'
Similar to any PUD in town, where the city's main is in the street; then we tee offof it and
run a master system inside the PUD. !g9!!: Are we ok with this? @4!@: We've looked
at it. The City's masta plan shows a tank at a higher elevation that's not constructed yet, and
8.

M&g:

is why they need to do this booster pump to provide pressure to the system. That systern
needs to go through the State approval process. We've contacted the state and the developer
will need to work with them to get approvals. Susan Rusementi: I'm on the HOA board of
Ashdown Forest. During the Planning Commission meeting, the developer said the HOA
would pay for any damage to the roads. That's not the case. In our CC&Rs, any damage to
the roads shall be paid by the lot owners. This is the first I've heard about the HOA
maintaining the water tank. I would hope the developer would contact the HOA to run it by
us before we move forward. Brian Nichols: Yes. It's kind of irrelevant at this point. Scott:
There was some discussion in Planning Commission about the route of the construction
That's what we're requiring
trucks. Is the plan for them to use that road in and out?
for anybody else that builds up there. To go through Mill Hollow, even though it's longer.
We have 2 narrow roundabouts there, where big trucks are rolling up over curbs and
driveways causing damage. Brian: I'm familiar with it. It's the only one that's appropriate
for large trucks and trailers. Susan: It is relevant, and I've had a lot of homeowners contact
me with concerns. We want to know what's going on. Jggg!_Pg: I'm on the HOA board
at Ashdown. It was said at PC meeting that the City would eventually be building a water
tank up there and it would tie into it then. My concem is what if the booster pump doesn't
work? What about the residents that have been there? Who's responsible? Ifmy pressure
goes down who's going to be responsible? Is it the City or the developer? @!: Do you live
in Ashdown Forest phase 8? fug!: No. Paul: Then, you're on a city water system. If you
have a problan with the pressure please call us. If you live in Ashdown Forest Phase 8,
which is a private water system, please don't call us. Susan: It was said at the Planning
Committee it was not a private water system. Dallas: It's not a private water system, like
drilling your own well and sefting up a water company. It will be offof the City system but
private in the sense that it's not the City providing water. The HOA for Phase 8 that
manages the water will get the water bill and residents will pay the HOA. There won't be
City meters or an extension of the City systern, but water will be provided by Cedar City.
!1! @g: Everyone outside of Phase 8 will stay on the City water system. Even though
tiere's a master HOA for the development, and the water system will be a sub-entity that's
only pertinent to Phase 8. !g!gg: We deal with that through CC&Rs. We'll have to have
the state approvals before we come to final plat. We're waiting for the green light to move
forward and have all the details ironed out before final plat comes through.
One of
our residents brought up a concem that he was curious how the development impacts the
master plan trails systern as part of the master plan. It looks like one trail on the map goes
through the area and will the developer be required by the City to incorporate that into the
development?
Yes.
As far as trails go there is an existing trail that dead
ends, another trail over on the south side and a City master planned to go through the
development. We brought a proposition through sketch and will be bringing it through
Planning Commission and City Council. With this being a private subdivision, we're going
to request to vacate the city trail that goes through the subdivision. Phase 8 is different and
it's one of the first PUDs that came through before the PUD ordinance. A lot of the
infrastructure is already put in. The roadway through here will be the same width as when
the vicinity plan was approved. We're going to propose at a later date to vacate it through

!gg:
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there and the trail would go up to the end of the subdivision. We'll have an access easement
for trails, storm drain and maintenance. Scott: There was discussion on moving the master
plan trail in sketch review. I think we have some flexibility because we haven't developed it.
We need to make sure it will tie in with the other sections. Consent.

CONSIDER FINAL PLAT APPROVAL FOR THE 3OO WEST RV PARK. PLATT &
PLATT ENGINEERING/TYLER ROMERIL: Platt & Platt Engineering - Bob: This is a
final plan because it's not a recorded document, but il will be archived in city files. It's been
through engineering reviews and signed by the owner. Romeril: All the fees have been paid;
the letter of credit agreement is in place. I'm waiting for the letter of credit. I got a letter
from the bank assuring me they were going to issue it; they're still going through the process.
IfCouncil's ok with that, I'd like to request to put this on the action agenda and I'll report it
when I receive it. fu!!: Can you explain the spaces 2l-26 there's a pull through where they
come in and pull through. Is that the intent ofpull through? It doesn't go all the way
because there's not enough space down there. &U: Yes. fog!!: Will there be enough space
to pull through? Melline: This is different than what I have. !!4pg: The map on the screen
is in the packet. $gj!: The entrance is different. How do you get through if they're full?
Bob: I guess you make sure they're not full at the same time. !q: You can get out of there.
Ron: The one we have shows it coming in from 300 West and pull through to go out.
Bgpqgd!: I'll find out which map is the right one and email that out. b!_L: Do you have
the one that's signed? Bob: The mylar's been signed by everyone. bLE.: Get the one that
the owner signed and email it. @g!@: The one in the packet is the vicinity plan and this
is the final. Scott: What's surrounding the RV park? @!: I think it's a site obscuring fence,
but I don't think it's masonry. It'll be a big improvement to that part of town. Action.
CONSIDER GRANTING A SEWER LATERAL EASEMENT TO KLYN GLEAVE
NEAR THE INTERSECTION OF INDUSTRIAL ROAD AND 8O() WEST. GO CIVIL
ENGINEERING/JONATIIAN STATHIS : Dallas Buckner, Go Civil Engineering Dallas: This is a parcel that Klyn Gleave owns by the old railroad tracks that the City owns
the right-of-way to. He's planning on building with sewer and the nearest sewer is in
industrial, so we're proposing a permanent and construction easement to put in a lateral to
serve a future building. fu!!: There shouldn't be a problem with that. It'll be a trail and
have grass. !som: That was brought up at Planning Commission. We wanted to know how
deep the sewer was going to run so there's no interference on the trail system. Db: The
Industrial Road sewer is 8-l/2-ft. deep. We'll come out of that and have minimum slopes.
For one building with a lateral, it will be plenty deep. Scott: Will you be relocating the
utility poles and we need to make sure to keep them together. fu!: We have a number of
these easements. Mg@g: Is the irrigation ditch on the south side? Dallas: I know there's
one further west past the freeway, but I don't know ifthere's one here or not. Cotrsent.
CONSIDERAN ORDINANCE ACCEPTING THE ANNEXATION OF 60 ACRES
LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 39OO WEST CENTER STREET. GO
CIVIL/TYLER ROMERIL: Dallas Buckner, Co Civil Engineering - Dallas: We had
brought through this and Council approved it. Romeril: The ordinance requires us to send
notice to the public and affected entities once a week for 3 weeks . We've waited the protest
period and the City didn't receive a protest to the annexation. This is the last part of the
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process where there's an ordinance officially bringing the property into the City. If it's
approved by Council, it will be sent to the Lt. Governor's office to be recorded. Action

CONSIDER AN ORDI NANCE VACATING A sO-FOOT -WIDE SEWER AND
DRAINAGE ASEMENT THAT FALLS WITHIN PHASE 4 OF THE CRESCENT
HILLS SUBDIVISION. GO CIvIL ENGINEERIN/TYLER RONTERIL :
** This item was tabled.**
CONSID ER GRANTING AN EAS EIIIENT TO NORTHWEST FIE LD IRRIGATION
COMPANY UL LDO GD ITCIil AS PART OF THE IRON BEND SUBD IVISION.
ROSENBERG ASS OCIATES/JONATHAN STATHIS: Ben Ba ttl' : Falcon Ridge
Development. The current Northfield ditch (aka Bulldog) runs through the middle ofthe
property. These are linked with next 3 items. We will be doing a private easement on the
west side. And rather than take it into the road and put in a public road, which the City will
own and maintain, we thought it was easier and safer to bring it into the City right-of-way.
That will be done at the developers expense on City property. Consent.
CONSIDER FIN
PLAT APPROV AL OF THE IRON BEND SUBDIVISIO N.
STEVE LEYDSMAN/TYLER ROMERIL: Steve L eydsman - fjg: The fees are paid;
the agreement's been sigrred; the letter of credit is in the file. @!g!!: Where is this? @:
It's near the Bicentennial soccer fields. It currently comes up and was just a circle. This will
go all the way through to 400 W. !1[g@g: Is this Iron Wood Circle? !94: Yes. fu!!: It
comes around the bend and becomes 900 N. Mellins: Will we have to rename Iron Wood
Circle? Ben: The circle will still be there. Scott: It's confusing to have Iron Wood Drive
and Circle. !1[9@g: Is there an easement issue? @94!: No. If they're all on consent
we're fine. Consent.
CONSIDER AMENDING CITY ORDINANCE CHAPTER 37 TO ALLOW
RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISIONS LOCATED OUTSIDE OF THE CITY'S
BOUNDARIES TO CONNECT ONTO THE CITY'S WATER SYSTEM FOR
EMERGENCY BACKUP PURPOSES. JUSTIN CHRISTENSEN/TYLER ROMERIL:
Justin Christensen - on behalf of the Buena Vista Water Co. As the ordinance currently
reads, water connections outside the city are only allowed to government entities. Buena
Vista's asking for that ordinance to be amended for emergency purposes only. It's not to be
used as a residential connection to entities outside City boundaries. Buena Vista is
surrounded by Cedar City boundaries. They have one reliable source that state code requires,
and they now have over 100 connections to have a second or redundant source. This is a
potential altemative as an emergency connection with the city and the state says that will
fulfill the requirement. We've looked at other altematives, such as drilling a new well,
connecting to Monte Vista or connecting to the CICWCD. Cedar City's connection in front
of WL Plastics is the closest. We haven't done too much with the design at this point. Paul:
This design that's showing it going under Hwy 56 is not the end design. ,!gq@: Correct.
Romeril: The way the ordinance revision is proposed would be 2 steps if Council agrees.
First, the requestor needs to seek permission from Council; second, what my proposal is, a
wriften agreernent similar with what we did with the Conservancy District in the Sunset
Subdivision. The requestor would pay the fees and the cost to construct, develop and
engineer the hook up system. They'd be required to pay for maintenance from point of
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deliver in; they'd be cut offif the City couldn't provide water to its citizens. No emergency
could last longer than 90 days. @!: We had a provision to allow outside connections for
stock watering, then we backed away from that. Then we said we'd do outside connections
for the conservancy district when they need a redundant source, and this is a private water
company asking for us to be their redundant source. Do we want to be in this business or
not? fg4{: Do we have minimum standards? I know the water system out to Bumblebee
had to bring it up to a certain level and it was expensive for them before the water
conservancy would take it over then we became the redundant source. @9p!!: That's one
ofthe terms that has to be in the agreanent. It has to be up to engineering standards up to the
point of delivery. Paul: You're talking about the whole subdivision water system. Terri:
Yes. If their system is not up to standard, do we incur more risk? Jonathan: It would need
to be metered going in just like any other one. Inside the meter vault is a backflow protection
for our system. As long as they put it in at City standards, I don't see any issues as far as
providing water to their system. All the improvements going to the vault would need to be
up to city standards. fu!!: I would like to know how many more subdivisions like this are
surrounding us. @lling: In some ways it ties back to our talks about annexation. We have a
lot of these pockets that the City would not include to bring up to City standards. I wonder
this ties to that, especially where the County and City tax rates are similar now. I don't know
ifa better option is limited annexation discussion and what would that entail for subdivision
not up to the City specs and have become enveloped by City property. That seerns like
they're looking for a secondary source. fug: I'm concemed that if we do this, we change
and now we can't say that one can and one can't. I want to know how many we're talking
about and I don't know what that number is. Cross Hollow Hills will reach 100+ homes and
will have a similar issue with the state. Melling: With the constitutional amendment on the
ballot in Novernber with municipal provisions of water, does that tie in here? I'm not sure
what that will do with our agreements with us providing water outside our boundaries.
@94!!: I don't think it does. I'll review that before next week. I don't think so in this
situation. !94{: Does anybody know how many private water systems there are?
@fSg: The majority are in the county, but the city is expanding and you may see more in
the future. The District has taken over Cross Hollow Hills. I don't have the specific number,
but I think it was somewhere in the 20's. Justin: We wanted to be sensitive to the Pandora's
Box issue and we're working with Tyler Romeril to include the emergency use only
language, but that still opens it up to the City. fu!!: If we have a true emergency, it may
affect the entire valley. If it's a well going down, that's a different matter. ![qygI: Are there
any specific items from the Council that they'd like staffto get before next week to help in
this? Romeril: I will find out how many county subdivision have 100+ lots that are not part
of CICWCD. Mavor: And if this has anything to do with the ballot constitutional
amendment aspect. Paul B.: You do the constitutional one and engineering will do the other
one.
Water Master of Buena Vista. This came up a yeir ago. I don't know
it was a new requirement or an old requirement they decided to enforce for the redundant
source. I've been the operator since the early 2000's. We've provided quality water to 135
homes since then. I had filed for a CAP report and contacted Justin. They've secured money
to do a report so we could find out what we can do to meet the requirement. We do have
fully sustained capabilities. We have run out of water due to a lightning strike or over usage.
We haven't had an emergency since I've been in charge, where the wells went down, or we
didn't have water for days. This is for emergency only purpose to meet the requirement from
the state. Action.
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CONSIDERGRANTIN G APPROVAL FOR A N EW CROSSWALK AT 757 WEST
INANCE OF NO ARI<ING
8OO SOUTH AND CONSIDER APPROVAL BY O
ZONES NEAR THE NEW CROSSWALK. ENSIGNENG INEERING/JONATHAN
STATHISI Justin Christensen, Ensi gr Engineering - fggjin: SW Tech and ICSD are
working on this. This safety issue was brought to their attention by parents and
administrators. We met on site and watched students cross the street. Cars were parked
close together and the visibility was not good. Many students are enrolled in progtams at
SW Tech. Ensign did a crosswalk study for those requirements and found it was justified for
the numbers. We're proposing that the crosswalk be approved, and the ordinance be
That includes red curbs on either side of crosswalk.
amended for no parking zones.
!gg,!4: Yes. CCPD Chief recommended East of the Cedar High School parking lot, South of
the football field, that a no parking strip be painted to provide more visibility. UhIq:
Would we be responsible to put the crosswalk in and provide the signage? Justin: The
school district and SW Tech are willing to front the money to put that in if the City will
consider maintaining that in the future. Scott: They originally had it near the football field
Yes. We watched the students behavior, and they didn't go to
and then relocated it.
'!gg$g:
where the existing crosswalk is located, they are going for the front door at SW Tech. !914i:
Our packet is different from the map. I thought the cars coming out of the high school
parking lot with the crosswalk on the one in our packet wasn't a really a good idea. This is a
lot better. Scott: Are they talking about doing the push button flashers similar to the ones by
the university? ,!gq!g: Yes. They want to model the crosswalk between the university and
museum. Action.

!q:

CONSIDER GRANTING A WATERLINE EASEMENT TO THE CENTRAL IRON
COUNTY WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT AT APPROXIMATELY 22OO
SOUTH 81()O WEST. ENSIGN ENGINE ERING/JONA THAN STATHIS: Justin
Christensen, Ensign Engineering - Paul Monroe: This is the waterline going from the Sunset
Subdivision towards the Hope Group, an entity that deals with youth and goes through Cedar
City property. That is what the easement is for. It will be a water transmission line that goes
through. $gq[!: How long is the easement? @!S About 2,300-ft. Jonathan: This
property is where the City has some underground wells that's been held and reserved by the
City for water development. The only concem was if the City needs to develop a well in that
area, ifthe water line needs to be moved it would be moved at the conservancy district's
expense at the City's request and they agreed to that. Melline: Does a water line like this
cause problems with the well prctection area? fu!![: No. !q!@: Where this is a
culinary waterline, no. Typically, that wouldn't be within a 100-ft. zone anyway. It's
usually a fenced area with no other utilities in it. Consent.

CONSIDERNAME CHANGE FROM REDMEN WAY (660 SOUTH) TO RED'S
WAY. CEDAR HIGH STUDENT GOVERNMENT: Mavor: This item will come back
before the school board at some time for the mascot symbol, which is one thing that was a
consideration of not doing anything fiom the City side. Melanie Morales: I'm the Senior
Class President. We're the only class having to experience being 50/50 Redmen and Reds.
We understand the importance of embracing both sides and we want to continue to expand
our new heritage as the Cedar High Reds. We are here to propose the idea ofchanging the
600 S. Redmen Way street sign to Reds Way. Kade Simmons: We're hoping to update the
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signs in accordance with our new mascot. We want to do this to r€member the students
gmduating as the Reds. We'd like to switch the location of Red s Way and make the stamp
larger if possible. We'd like to make them red like the signs for SUU. Isaac Fletcher:
changing the signs would help with school pride. our students wear the Reds merchandise
with pride not because they have to, but because they want to. our band and sports uniforms
have the Reds on thern. The more representati on we have the better. Abi Myers: One
benefit i s to share unity in our school. Within the 1st year of transitioning, a lot of students
felt lost or disregarded because of the intense battle with the school board last year. We had
a Unity Week and it was amazing to see each person represent the Reds and share their ideas.
We know that some people feel that if we get rid of the Redmen Way sigrrs that their
representation will be lost. The water tank will still have their years being devoted to the
Redmen. we're not getting rid of it to forget who we were and that will ilways be a part of
us. we accept that and want to move forward. A new tradition we started as becoming the
Reds was a homecoming parade and there was community confusion. As we walked down
Redmen way, they were asking if we were still the Redmen or the Reds. In changing this
and continuing on with our homecoming parade, they'll realize that we are the Reds. we,d
like to thank our senior class for the changes and embracing what it is to be a Red. scott: I
believe the major marker of 600 s. has to be the lead for safety and notification of
responders that's relative to the design. You're here on behalfofyour student government
and you say you're representing the student body, correct? Has this gone through some
discussion or vote that represents the majority ofthe students at the high school? Abi: we've
talked with school and our friend groups, and it seerns to be a lot ofpeople have embraced
being the Reds. We're trying not to spread this around too much because we want it to be
our senior gift this year. $ql!: I don't know how many signs there would there be along 600
S., but are you or the school district be willing to thumb the cost?
We have funding set
aside if we need to cover that. !gg,(: Is there a discussion of trying to change the mascot to
another thing? There's a lot of time and effort and cost involved. What we're looking at.
{g[: The Redmen symbol issue is scheduled to be discussed in April. I want to thank these
youth to have the guts to come up and talk. To take any action on this issue now would be
premature. Mayor: With this item to come up again knowing that there are financial costs,
would your view be to wait and see which way the school board's going? JeIf: We need to
wait a bit and see where the school board's going before taking any action. Scott: When is
graduation? Abi: May 24th. Another thing with is even if we do change back to Redmen, we
don't want these last 2 years to be unremembered. We'd still love the consideration of

fiIi-

&i:

changing

it.

We understand if it can't happen. !g9!!: I'd like to thank Mr. Trotter for being

here as the student government advisor. I appreciate your desire and emotion here, because
what you're going through as the "50/50 class" is importan t. Andrea Nelson: I'd like to
echo what Jeffcorry said that it would be premature. There's a lot to be discussed. ln the
last 2 years some ofus have found some disturbing things about how this came up. you
have to ask where's the money coming from and who's paying for this. It's disturbing what
we found. I would offer one compromise to the school or the City Council to consider rather
than change the signs on 600 S., have them put Reds on 800 S., since that's the front ofthe
school now. I know of some alumni that had asked ifthey can put an alumni Redmen float
and they were told that they could not. I think that's disgraceful for our heritage and our
traditions. There's a great student govemment here, but you also have 40+ years of student
govemment who would have defended the Redmen name and are not able to put a float in the
parade. when schools go through these changes, they don't realize the consequences down
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the road. what do you do with the alumni? Homecoming traditions? Heritage? That wasn't
considered as well as it should've been. Many students tell us that they want to graduate as
Redmen. These students are talking to the kids they know, but there are a lot of students that
want Redmen on their diplomas this year. This is going on across the country. Two weeks
ago, I'd visited Red Mesa High School, where there's 250 Native Americans and the
Redskins are their mascot. This year in the state legislatue, Bill HR003 was a proposition to
en@urage schools to get rid of Redmen or Native American themed. It was defeated and
defended 2- I . If a Native American name is good enough for the state, it should be good
enough for a school. statistics are still showing 91% of Native American people in the u.S.
prefei the appropriate use of Native American names and images in their schools. Larger
ionversation needs to happen, and I may recommend if they want to change the name to
This has nothing to do with race and it's not why
Reds, do it on another street
we want to change. There is nothing representing us, the Reds. I feel what she said has no
input of what we were trying to push as our action. MgEI: Does Council want this on next
wiek's agenda or table this for a while until the school board discusses it? Isom: I suggest
we table it. $9g: If by April we have some sense of where they're going, we can still look
We have to think
I tite the compromise so both names are rqrresented.
at this.

&Ngg!:

fu!!:
Sgaq:
that
they weren't being
were
concemed
the
alumni
that
was
saying
about this as Andrea
represented or forgotten. That's the same with the Reds not being forgotten. @@g: I'd
If you
like to look at what the cost would be. Paul B.: We can get a cost on signs.
you
what
the
cost
know
could get contact information for a student or advisor, so we can let
would be. This will be tabled until we get further direction from the school board. $gq[: If
you could get us a timeline if signs were to be made, how long it would be.

[gg:

Y BILLS FOR APRIL
REOUES T FOR WAIVER OF LATE PENA LTIES ON UT
OICE
AND MAY D UE TO CHANGING FROM XPRESS BILL PAY TO
We're
changing
CLOU D. WENDY BONZO: Wend y Bonzo, City Treasurer - @g!y:
from Xpress Bill Pay to Invoice Cloud. We'd planned to do it April I't, and we found out
today that there's a glitch. We're concemed about the changeover time and working with
customers getti ng than switched over. We don't want thon accruing penalties because o fus
making the change. We're requesting to waive penalties for April, possibly May and
possibly June. If we're not up and running by April 1", we won' t be up and running by MaY
Could the request be for 60 days after we switch over? Scott: Yes. We'd like
1rt.
Caselle and Invoice Cloud are
to err on the outside and if it gets resolved, geat.
working together to resolve the issue. If it isn't live by April l't , there's no sense in pushing
it. Scott: Ii it an issue on the new supplier side? wendv: It's on the caselle side, but it's not
a caselle issue; it's a report issue. There's an extra line in there that Invoice cloud isn't
reading. They're working with Coty and will do a conference call today to try and figure it
It',s been awesome, but technology changes so
out. Isom: Express Bill works great.
fast. It will bsmore user friendly, especially to the younger generation and homeowners.
There's nothing wrong with Express Bill Pay. They've been amazing, and this is just one
step up. Scott: It's more customer friendly. @: Everyone has to relog if they're paying
onl-in"-. weo<1y: That's what we will be busy with. we'll be helping a lot of customefs sign
o,re. froi-E*pr"ss Bill Pay to Invoice Cloud. We don't want to penalize them. Rgni What
will it be like if you have multiple accounts; will you have to log in multiple times?
I don't think so. we don't have any live data to work with yet. coty would know more
It doesn't look like the transition
about it than me. Ron: It sounds fairly easy to do.

bI-&:

Egy:
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will

be hard. Our older population may have a harder time doing
from months to 60 days. Consent.

it. Mavor: We'll

change

it

CONSIDER GRANTING AUTHORIZATION TO CITY STAFF T O SUBMIT A TIF
ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION NOMINATION TO THE UTAH
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION FOR THE FIDDLERS CANY ON TRAIL
EXTENSION PROJECT. JONATHAN STATHIS: Jonathan Stathis, City Engineer - Our
new engineer, Lisa Benson, has been working on this and we're getting ready to submit a
nomination for the grant. The TIF is the Transportation Investnent Fund. It's called the
Active Transportation Grant. This project runs from where Fiddlers trail ends and the trails
plan to come around and go undemeath Main Street. There's an existing box cauldron that
runs underneath Main Street. It's 8-ft. tall and tall enough to run the trail through. Across
the intersection at Nichols Canyon Road and run down to CVHS. UDOTs planning on
installing a traffic signal at the intersection. We're requesting the City Council to authorize
City Staff to submit an application for this funding. It requires a 40Yo match from local
govemment and UDOT funds the remaining 60%. Terri: Is that 40Yo in our budget for this
year? How do we authorize it? @!p.: No, it's not. UDOT told us that even if we apply
for it today, it's a budget cycle behind. We probably won't see any money until next budget
year, so we can apply for this grant. A number of trails have been asked for in the current
budget year. I'm not sure how much money was recommended or approved for those trails.
Trail money is movable. If something comes up on priority list or a grant funding pushes
something up, we can move one trail up. fgrr!: Is the existing trail the same trail that dead
ends in Phase 8 Fiddlers?
Yes. This is the west end of that trail. The east end
'!q!@:
ends up at Ashdown Forest Phase 8. fu,!!: Is the proposed trail along Nichols canyon run
along a sidewalk? Jonathan: Yes. Until the property can be acquired. !!gp4: It's a
property issue. foqq: Who owns that property? @: Linford Nelson owns it. MAEE: It's
one that you can wait forever, or you can run down the sidewalk and keep going with the
trail. We've been talking with UDOT on this one for a while to get them to agree to do this
under the road and now the grant funding to try and find safer ways for kids to get across
main street to get to the high school and middle school. Scott: Would it jeopardize the grant
if we had to change the trail at all? Jon4,!han: I don't think so. It's purely conceptual at this
point and not a final design. !q: grant money to go to other section. fu,!!: The 40%
that's the City's responsibility said in-kind. Could we do stuff, like a digging portion or
landscaping, to mitigate the cost? @g!@: Yes. I know with trails in the past a lot of the
work was done by the street division and that could go towards the 40% match. Scott: I
think we should pursue

it.

Consent.

CONSIDER A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE CITY'S FEE SCHEDULE TO
REVISE THE WATER ACQUISITION ASSESSMXNT. JONATHAN STATHIS:
Jonathan Stathis, City Engineer - recently we've been seeing an increase in water rights cost
We had an appraisal done by Cody Hymas. Based on that appraisal, there's an increase in
cost for water rights. The City tries to do an appraisal every 2 years. With the development
coming in, it's a good time to look at this water acquisition fee to make sure it's accurate.
Based on the appraisal, it showed the cost per a/f is now $6,500. That was proposed as the
new fee. Based on that, there's a per water meter size fee also calculated. fu1[: Could you
give an example of what it would be for a user with a 4" water meter? ;!g4g!!a4: Usually
for a fire flow situation in residential they put in 4" or 6" meter. With a 4" meter, that would
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be a large industry or apartment complex or a large PUD. A 6" meter is typically strictly for
fire flow. That's why we based it on culinary flow. We looked at what they are actually
So, the appraisal that was done 2 years ago represents our
using for their usage.
existing fee. Was that market value driven or was our appraisal higher or lower? It's a large
jump and I want to make sure we're competitive.
The appraisal was done by the
Water Conservancy District between 2018 afi2021, and it jumped almost $1,000.
@g!@: At the time it seemed it was in line. Scott: There are some comparable of what
they were selling thern for. It seems big. !dg@g: About l0 years ago, Kanarraville or New
Harmony had some restrictions placed and it jumped $20,000 per a/f. With a groundwater
management plan the prices fluctuate. Based on what I've seen this is an accurate reflection.
Dernand's high with all the building going on and the price goes up. Carter Wilkey:
It'd be up to City Council.
this is passed next week when would it go into effect?
Most of our resolutions and ordinances are effective upon publication. After council
approves it, it has to be published in the paper and it usually lags 3-4 days behind the Council
As a realtor what do
meeting. If council wants a later eflective date please tell us.
you see? Carter: Seeing the numbers on open market the priority dates become an issue. I'd
be happy to pay $6,500 per a/f now. I think the number is fair. PaulB.: The appraiser's
opinion ofnorth of 56 and south of 56 now are valued equal. Qggler: I see a lot more water
traded south of 56 rather than north of 56. @!!!4g: My understanding is Enoch does not
allow a water acquisition fee; they require rights being brought in. Carter: That's my
understanding. I was looking at a project and asked thern if I can pay the fee and they said
no, you have to bring water. It's not when you bring property into the City it's when you go
to do the hookup. We were proposing to annex into Enoch. It wasn't when you annexed it;
At the retreat,
it was when you got the hookup then you had to transfer the water.
council expressed to have the water acquisition ordinance redone and brought back to
council. Staff met a week ago and had a list of revamping. I'll incorporate it into the
ordinance and run through staff and bring it back to you in April. Mg!!!SC: Does the
Conservancy District require rights or accept an acquisition fee? Pau!-Mo4goe: They accept
rights. Melline: We hate to raise fees, but this is where the market is on water. We have to
decide as a city to what extent are we subsidizing the development and make sure the City is
having costs covered. Action.

fu!!:
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ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum at 1:21 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous
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